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Genomic selection and assisted reproduction technologies to foster cattle breeding
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Abstract
Genomics has been propagated as a “paradigm
shifting” innovation in livestock during the last decade.
The possibility of predicting breeding values using
genomic information has revolutionized the dairy cattle
industry and is now being implemented in beef cattle. In
this paper we discuss how genomics is changing cattle
breeding through genomic selection, and how this
change is creating new ways to articulate assisted
reproduction technologies with animal breeding. We
also debate that the scientific community is still starting
the long journey to reveal the functional aspects of the
cattle genome, and that knowledge in this field is the
frontier to a whole new venue for the development of
novel applications in the livestock sector.
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How genomics is changing cattle breeding
Since the first initiatives to sequence the
human genome made their data publically available
back in 2001 (International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001), scientists
have been looking for sustainable ways to apply
genomic information in several areas of human activity.
The community quickly realized that the early
developments of this pursuit had great potential to be
applied to the livestock sector due to its economic
importance, which led to the prioritization of livestock
as a major target for developing real world applications
of genomics. In fact, this trend started to become reality
in 2002, when the Bovine Genome Project was
conceived and implemented. Seven years later, as one of
the major achievements in livestock genomics, the
conclusion of the Bos primigenius taurus genome in
2009 (Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis
Consortium et al., 2009) opened the possibility for the
development of a range of analytical tools capable to
help on the exploration of the genomic features of the
Bos genus (Van Tassell et al., 2008; Matukumalli et al.,
2009; Boichard et al., 2012).
Among these genomic analytical tools, one of
the most popular is commonly called “genomic chip”.
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With these devices, it is possible to analyze up to few
millions of genetic markers, known as single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP), from a single DNA sample.
Thanks to the existence of the cow reference genome,
any genetic marker can be easily linked to a
chromosomal location, enabling to perform a multitude
of association statistical tests to help in the integration
of chromosomal coordinates, SNP markers and
phenotypes, and enabling the development of
applications in the livestock breeding sector.
In a very fundamental paper, written almost a
decade before the completion of the cow genome and
the launch of the first cattle “genomic chip”, Meuwissen
et al. (2001) proposed that selection on estimated
breeding values (EBVs) predicted from genetic markers
could substantially increase the rate of genetic gain in
animals and plants, especially if combined with
reproductive techniques to shorten the generation
interval. Although their analyses were performed using
simulated DNA marker data, since no real data was
available at that time, the possibility of predicting the
genetic merit of an individual using genomic
information associated with pedigree and phenotypic
databases influenced the entire livestock genetics
community and objective steps were taken in order to
transform their idea in reality.
Later, with the concrete perspective of the cow
genome conclusion and the imminent development of
the first “genomic chip” specific for cattle, Schaeffer
(2006) proposed that animals could be genotyped for
thousands of SNPs located at roughly one centimorgan
(1 cM) intervals throughout the genome, so that a
“genomic” estimated breeding value (gEBV) could be
determined if the effects of each analyzed SNP could be
estimated. He also argued that, since the eventual gEBV
could be calculated at birth, it should be possible to
compare this new method with the traditional progeny
testing strategy used in dairy cattle. His expectations at
that time were that costs associated with proving bulls
could be reduced by 92% and genetic change increased
by a factor of 2. He proposed that genome-wide
selection could become a popular tool for genetic
improvement in livestock.
The original predictions of Meuwissen et al.
(2001) and Schaeffer (2006) were shown to be
reasonably accurate just after the first cattle “genomic
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chip” came to the market. The first commercially
available bovine “genomic chip” was the so-called
“BovineSNP50” (developed by the company Illumina
Inc. in collaboration with the United States Department
of Agriculture - USDA), being considered as a robust
platform for mapping disease genes and quantitative
trait loci (QTL) in cattle (Matukumalli et al., 2009). In
fact, this genomic tool was the basis for the
development of genomic selection in dairy cattle, one of
the most elegant and successful applications of
genomics in livestock up to date.
In order to improve genomic analysis in cattle,
new “genomic chips” with different marker densities
and configurations were developed recently, enabling
better research achievements and making it real the
routine use of genomics for breeding purposes in cattle
(Boichard et al., 2012). Nowadays, there are “genomic
chips” available for the major livestock species in
different formats and marker densities, so it is expected
that there will be an explosion of discoveries and
applications in the livestock sector over the next years
due to these tools.
Genomic selection as a tool to refine breeding
strategies
It is safe to affirm that the only economically
sustainable large application of genomics in livestock so
far is the dairy cattle genomic selection initiative, more
particularly in Holstein breeding programs. Trying to
reduce the high costs associated with progeny tests, and
in order to increase the velocity of genetic improvement
in the Holstein breed from USA and Canada, artificial
insemination and pharmaceutical companies joined
forces in a consortium with research institutions from
these countries in order to put in practice the ideas of
Meuwissen et al. (2001). As the result of this initiative,
initiated in 2004, the first bovine “genomic chip” was
launched in 2007 and the first experimental genomic
evaluation was performed in USA/Canada in 2008.
Since 2009, genomic predictions are part of the Holstein
Association routine services to dairy breeders (Schefers
and Weigel, 2012).
Genomic selection conceptually consists in the
use of pre-existent pedigree and phenotypic records,
associated with genomic information to generate
gEBVs. In contrast with the traditional EBVs, the new
methodology provides indexes with higher reliabilities.
Table 1 illustrates the extent of the improvement in
reliability rates by comparing traditional and genomic
EBVs in dairy cattle phenotypes (in this case LPI, an
index related to the profit offered by the cow during its
entire life). A two-fold increase in the average reliability
has doubled the genetic change rate in Holstein breeding
programs as predicted by Schaeffer (2006).
Additionally, the genomic identification of the best
calves in early stages of life, who will be kept as young
bull candidates for the progeny tests, has reduced the
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maintenance costs and the generation interval as
suggested by Meuwissen et al. (2001), representing the
best justification for the massive application of genomic
selection we witnessed in the recent years. Other
traditional dairy breeds from North America, such as
Jersey, Ayrshire and Brown Swiss are taking advantage
of this technology by applying genomic selection in
their breeding processes since 2009.
Diversely, the beef cattle sector has been
struggling with the attempt to apply genomics in its
genetic evaluation routine for years, with relatively less
success. The first experiences were made using SNP
panels containing low number of genetic markers
(between 96 and 384 SNPs) and commercialized mainly
by companies traditionally dedicated to livestock health
and reproduction areas. Those pioneer initiatives were
originated from the idea that the use of few SNP
markers, associated with genes related to phenotypes of
interest, would allow breeders to test a given animal and
make strategic decisions.
In North America, this type of genomic test is
still being applied to some beef breeds, in special to
Angus (Gill et al., 2009; Garrick, 2011), using a
“blending” approach as the way to improve EBV’s
reliability. Other breeds, such as the dual-purpose
Simmental and Braunvieh Schweiz (Brown Swiss in
Europe), are implementing the genomic selection
protocols similarly as in dairy breeds, although still in a
very preliminary way (Gredler et al., 2009; Croiseau et
al., 2012)
In Brazil, since 2005 and specifically for
Nellore (the major beef breed in the country), there were
several frustrated attempts to implement genomics is
breeding and selection. Several factors have concurred
to the failure of implementing this type of initiative, but
three of them were of capital importance and should be
closely analyzed. The first one was the fact that in the
beginning, the first SNP tests were not integrated to the
traditional breeding programs, either because their costs
were prohibitive or the breeders could not assess the
benefits of investing in that new technology. Based on
the market strategies and technical data presented at that
time, the final user (the breeder) was not able to know
how the investment would be recovered since the
promised increase in reliability did not provide enough
parameters for proper economic calculations. Another
important factor was that the business model of those
companies did not comprehend the sharing of real data
information (SNP variants and its effects) to the
breeders, offering results in a “score-type system”
which breeders should use as the selection criteria.
Finally, that approach was overcome by the genomic
selection concept, widely applied in dairy breeds from
2008, and where instead of couple hundreds, several
thousands of SNP effects are calculated and used to
infer the genetic value of an individual.
Nowadays, several research groups are
depositing their efforts on the development of new low
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density “genomic chips” (containing between three and
twenty thousand SNPs) to be routinely used in beef cattle
genomic selection programs. The idea behind this
strategy is to create a DNA test that could reach
reasonable price and high precision simultaneously,
serving to the purposes and peculiarities of beef breeding
systems. The use of inference methods to generate high
density genotypes from low density ones, known as
imputation, is the key for its success, allowing for

reduction in genotyping associated costs while
maintaining the quality of genomic predictions. However,
there are several unsolved expectations still to be clarified
about how the beef sector will fully benefit from
genomics, as the dairy sector did recently. The costs
associated with DNA testing is one of the most striking
factors, since in beef cattle (diversely from dairy), the
unitary value of an individual makes prohibitive to test a
large number of animals in a herd.

Table 1. Average gain in LPI (Lifetime Profit Index) reliability due to genomics in Canadian Holstein - August
2013.
Sub-group for Holstein breed

Average LPI Reliability (%)

Traditional
Genomicsa
Gain
DGV Weightb
38
70
32
65%
50k Young bulls and heifers (born 2010-2012)
d
34
67
33
66%
LD (3k or 6k) heifers (born 2011-2013)
d
st
nd
50
69
19
58%
LD Younger hows in 1 or 2 lactation
d
e
42
69
27
63%
LD Foreign hows with MACE in Canada
85
90
5
51%
1st Crop proven sires in Canada
e
69
83
14
55%
Foreign sires with MACE in Canada
a
Evaluation based on the Genomic Parent Average (GPA), which combines the Parent Average (PA) with the Direct
Genomic Value (DGV). bWeight attributed to the DGV in order to combine PA and DGV. cAnimals genotyped with
Illumina® BovineSNP50 Genotyping BeadChip (a.k.a. 50k)., which interrogates 54,609 SNPs. dAnimals genotyped
either with Illumina® BovineLD Genotyping BeadChip (a.k.a. LD or 6k) or Illumina® GoldenGate® Bovine3k
Genotyping BeadChip (a.k.a. 3k), which interrogates 6,909 and 2,900 SNPs, respectively. eMultiple-trait Across
Country Evaluations. Adapted from Canadian Dairy Network <http://www.cdn.ca/articles.php>.
c

Articulating genomic selection and assisted
reproduction technologies
For decades, genetic evaluations (GE) and
assisted reproduction technologies (ART) have been
tracking different scientific pathways. However, in the
context of application, GE and ART have been working
together to promote genetic changes in commercial
herds. While breeding programs use mass selection
approaches for GE to identify phenotypically superior
animals, considering several traits simultaneously and
weighting them in selection indexes based in EBV with
high reliabilities, ART such as artificial insemination,
embryo in vitro production, and embryo transfer, have
been applied to the multiplication of animals considered
to be superior. Genomic predictions now offer a new
opportunity for using ART to shorten generation
intervals and maximize genetic gain, in special the use
of preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD).
The commercial use of PGD has been limited
not only by technical restraints such as training
technicians in embryo micromanipulation and embryo
biopsy procedures, but also by the existence of a small
number of genetic tests with justifiable benefit, low cost,
and commercial potential available. Perhaps the largest
present application of PGD is embryo sexing, which
allows for the identification of male and female embryos
prior to transfer to a recipient cow. However, semen sex
Anim. Reprod., v.10, n.3, p.297-301, Jul./Sept. 2013

sorting is being rapidly adopted as a replacing technology
to embryo sexing in the cattle industry.
As the genome of the embryo remains
unchanged in the somatic cells of the adult, PGD can be
used as a satellite technology to speed up genetic gain
using genomic selection. In this context, an embryo
biopsy can be performed, its DNA extracted, and a
“genomic chip” used to estimate the gEBV of an animal
that was never born. One may want to transfer only
embryos exhibiting satisfactory gEBVs, and discard the
others. Similarly, pregnancy can be marketed with
fetuses with known and quantified genetic merit.
Lauri et al. (2013) have proved the concept that
faithful genotypes can be retrieved from amplified DNA
of embryo biopsies by using samples of cloned
embryos. However, the quality of the genotypes
obtained is sensitive to the number of embryonic cells
biopsied, i.e., to the initial amount of DNA available for
amplification (Alonso et al., 2013; FMVZ/USP, São
Paulo, SP; unpublished data). Satisfactory results can be
obtained from a typical embryo biopsy, and the quality
of the genotypes can be substantially improved if
genotypes of the sire and dam are available to be
compared with the genotypes of the embryo. Embryo
genotyping has already been used in reproductive
programs of dairy breeds in Europe (Le Bourhis et al.,
2011) and North America (Sargolzaei et al., 2013), and
will soon be available for commercial application with
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in vitro produced bovine embryos in Brazil.
Next frontier in cattle genomics
Although the current development of genomic
selection is a promising field allowing for broader
applications in dairy and beef cattle, the generation of
large amount of genomic data (either SNP or DNA
sequence information) has the potential to create
completely new lines of research, and take us beyond
using whole genome information to predict breeding
values. It is gradually becoming clear that exploiting the
functional meaning of the genes underlying
economically important traits can generate invaluable
knowledge to develop new technologies.
Using SNP data, it is now possible to scan
whole cattle genomes, and look for signals of
associations between chromosome coordinates and traits
of interest (Bush and Moore, 2012), or even seek
genomic regions where past selection has taken place
(Oleksyk et al., 2010). By extracting functional
information about the genes located nearby these
signals, it is possible to give rise to a handful of interesting
hypotheses on the biological pathways that underlie
economically important traits. This is the revolution of the
“hypothesis generating research”, which allows for setting
experiments to elucidate physiological and pathological
roles in phenotype differences based on findings from
large scale genomics studies.
Studies taping the genomes of Brazilian cattle
are only now emerging. For instance, a genome-wide
scan for birth weight in Nellore cattle was recently
performed and led to the discovery of a strong signal
pointing out to a region in chromosome 14, which
harbors a series of genes previously found to affect
human and cattle stature (Utsunomiya et al., 2013a).
Another study looking for evidence of breed-specific
recent selection detected genetic variations that may
have been shaped by human-driven selection in four
different cattle breeds (Utsunomiya et al., 2013b).
Among these, the dairy Gyr breed presented a signal
mapping to the ST6GALNAC5 gene, which is known to
participate in the deposition of gangliosides in milk fat
globules. These studies represent important resources
for characterizing genome regions that affect traits of
economic interest in Brazilian cattle.
Conclusions
Analyzing the large amount of scientific
literature related to cattle genomics produced in the past
five years, it is possible to observe the extremely fast
pace on the adoption of scientific knowledge in the
practical daily applications. With this in perspective, it
is feasible to postulate that in the near future the ART
and GE approaches combined will be the driving forces
to lead cattle breeding to a finer process than it is
nowadays.
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From one side, GE improved methods will
make possible to know which gene alleles are the exact
ones desired for a given type of animal. On the other
hand, ART will allow to check the presence of these
favorable alleles in early stage in vitro produced
embryos, making the whole selection and breeding
process extremely more accurate.
We also foresee the development of specific
“genomic-audited” lineages, carrying specific and
interconnected alleles selected inside the traditional
breeds, which would offer better chances to the
livestock industry to produce the animal required for
each type of application.
This vision can also be beneficial to tropical
animal production systems where traits related to
environment adaptation (such as heat tolerance, low
quality forage grazing ability, disease challenge resistance)
play fundamental roles for its development, although
still having their physiological basis to be uncovered.
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